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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the strategic approach in marketing and promoting 

information products and services in Nigerian University libraries. 

The findings shows that majority of the university libraries used does not showcase their non-

reference products and services .Some of these non-reference services are not readily available 

and where they are available they were underutilized. Whereas reference products and services 

such as indexing and abstracting, internet web visitation, photocopy services were readily 

available in most the used university libraries for marketing. It also emerged from the findings 

that words of mouth and the use of internet web, were widely acceptable and used for 

promotional strategies for marketing information products and services in almost all the used 

University libraries. Giving user’s interest priority in the library, good communication channels, 

checking regularly level of user satisfaction were some of the strategic approaches to marketing 

information products. Based on these findings, the researcher thereby suggested necessary 

recommendations 

Keywords: Marketing, Promotion, Information product, services,   strategies. 

  

1. Introduction  

Libraries around the world are facing rising costs and dwindling budgets due to technological 

advances and today’s dynamic climate. As result, marketing concepts are increasingly adapted 

within the library environment. Adekunmisi(2013). Also information products and services in a 

multiplicity of formats have made libraries and information centers more competitive and alert. 

Libraries are now been subjected to significant pressures from information revolution. The 

challenges of budget cuts, increased user base, the rapid growth of materials, rising cost, 

competition by database vendors, and complexity information requirements are forcing the 
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professionals to adopt marketing to improve the management of library and information centres. 

Madhusudhan (2009). 

Marketing of information services in any library is most significant in a competitive environment 

and the librarians and other information professionals are responsible for enhancing the use of 

their resources and services. Marketing covers those activities that connect the organization to 

those parts of its outside world that use, buy, sell or influence the outputs it produces and the 

benefit and services it offers Jestin and Parameswari, .(2002). Marketing aims at identify the 

client base, and to determine and fill its needs, wants, and demands by designing and delivering 

appropriate products and services. The main focus of the concept is the client, and the goal is 

client satisfaction. Rowley (2001) calls marketing, the management process which identifies 

anticipates, and supplies customer requirements efficiently and profitably. Kotler (1995) pointed 

out that organization such as museums, Universities, Libraries need to market their products to 

gain political social as well as economic support. Libraries and information centers have now 

realized that by using market principles and techniques, they can understand better their users’ 

needs justify funding, communicate more effectively with a variety of users and achieve greater 

efficiency and optimal result in delivery products services that meet the identified needs of their 

clients. There are four main factors namely information explosion, technology revolution, 

escalating library costs and increasing competition by information providers and web-based 

commercial services providers are responsible for encouraging the library professionals to 

develop a marketing strategy to its operations and services. Therefore libraries need to 

continually responding to such challenges in the quest to enhance the use of their resources and 

services. 

The paper therefore identifies and focuses on the information products and services that are 

available in Nigerian University libraries and also how to make use of marketing as managerial 

tool to promote and market information products and services in the libraries. 

 

2. Literature Review 

Marketing of information products and services in any library is most significant in a competitive 

environment and the librarians and other information professionals are responsible for enhancing 

the use of their resources and services. Libraries have historically been confident that their 

products and such intrinsic that users would automatically be attracted, they believed that people 
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should use the library, Weingand, (1999). Kaane (1999) suggested that with the mushrooming of 

new information providers such as cybercafés,  mega-book stores, online book dealers, the 

internet community, consultants and other web-based commercial services operators, libraries 

cannot continues to assume that they are the only sources of information that people will consult. 

Librarians and other information professionals have to adopt marketing as a tool if they have to 

exist in the tomorrow environment. Shamel (2002) noted that the concept of marketing has 

widely been discussed in literature and accepted professional but this acceptance has not found 

its way into most library schools formal curricular yet there is no substitute for the performance 

of individual librarians in the workplace. In the same vein, Jestin and Parameswari (2002) 

expresses that lack of business expertise among librarians and information scientist has been one 

of the major barriers to operating a profitable information business. 

 

2.1 Constraints Facing Sales of Information Products in Nigeria Libraries  

 

Sales of information and documentation products are constrained by the  inherent  objection, 

ingrained in human nature, to paying for information. Thus “in many people minds information 

is free” (smith, 1993) 

This is an illusion, of course, but such an illusion creates resistance to the idea that information 

has a price. 

Other factors impeding sales of information products, in general include a lack of awareness of 

how useful documentation can be; lack of awareness of the possibilities of information delivery, 

particularly given recent developments in information technology; and a fear of new technology 

and of computers in particular. The importance of these factors can vary between the developed 

and developing world but also between countries and regions, and even vary considerably 

between individual in the same institutions. 

The target groups for which our information products are designed are not, unfortunately, in a 

financial position to ensure large sales. 

When budget are cut, libraries are therefore one of the first unit to suffer. The situation can be 

seen in microcosm at the Usman Dan-fodiyo University library in Sokoto, Nigeria. 

Austerity began in the library in 1981/82 and 1983/84 for the purchase of monographs and 

journals, respectively Austerity has led to decreased allocations and lack of foreign exchange 
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which have in turn led to declining purchases, and journal subscriptions, becoming almost non-

existent because the local book market cannot meet the library; demand Edoja, (1992). 

A number of organizations have tried to redress the information balance, such as CTA’ provision 

of CD-ROM workstations in African, Caribbean and pacific countries, but information 

availability in many developing countries is a very serious constrained. 

 

2.2    Strategic Marketing Planning Process  

The strategic marketing planning process is a cyclical process that must be a continuing activity 

of the library undertaking it. Adeyoyin (2005). It is a data-driven decision making and service 

quality improvement process that must begin with market research of the target audience, such is 

undergraduate students. The gathered data must be analyzed to determine what the met and 

unmet needs of the audience are from the audience perspective. 

The objective of gathering and analyzing is to avoid assumptions and being open to information 

that may be new or unexpected, librarians can better understand the target audience, better 

communicate with them, and better meet their current and future needs. 

2.3     Marketing Plans and Strategies for Library and Information Centre 

  

*Know the purpose and resources or products of your library and information centre. Identify the 

goals of your library and information centre and, particular, goals for the marketing programme. 

These goals as Grunnenwald describes: “should be stated in such a way that subsequent 

evaluation of programme results can be determined in effective manners”. 

Try to know your products well so as to serve or meet the information needs of your patrons. It is 

important for information manager marketing for their services to take into account fine’s point 

that information is not an end in itself but a means to assist users to reduce the ambiguity of the 

various markets that can be met by the organization. 

This will help library and information centre to deliver specific programmes that meet each of 

the specific market’s needs. 

*Know your competitors. Libraries and information centers are in competition with several non-

profit and profit-making organizations in providing information. Managers of libraries and 

information centres should identify those organizations with which they are in competition. They 

should evaluate their roles in term of the patrons they serve, the products they offer and their 
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own distinctive competence and market those services they provide better than anyone else and 

or create awareness. 

*Identification of users of “public”- A major step in library and information centres marketing is 

identification of your “publics” or segments and a complete analysis of the marketing situation.   

*Berry (1991) established a market strategy for the library and information centres. After 

defining library segments and establishing needs and matching these with information resources, 

the next step is to identify particular goals for the marketing programme. 

*Use of the marketing mix method. This includes advertising and public relation, channels of 

distribution and product policies. In general these factors can be referred to as communicating 

with the library the information centre segments. Communication with the segments enable the 

library and information centre not only to provide it user with needed information but also to get 

feedback. Feedback in marketing is very important. Without which re-evaluation of services 

provided to the market becomes a challenging tasks. 

 

2.4      Tradable Products and Services in Academic Libraries  

In ay society, there are people, individuals, who are ready to pay for specific information 

services and products that match their information needs. By responding to these information 

needs, academic libraries will be seen to be responding to the economic and overall development 

of the community. The concept of information as economic resources and as a means of 

productivity and wealth creation means it is tradable commodity. Adetoro, (2003) The 

production of processed facts and information which are documented in a tangible format with 

immense value for user is one of the challenges before the modern day library. Intensive 

information activities by information workers have recent times brought about the information 

goods which can be offered for sale. Broadly, information products in academic libraries can be 

paper based, in disc-form or microforms,. Information goods such as manuals, Journals, abstracts 

and indexes, bibliographical reading lists, magnetic ROMs, CD-ROMs magnetic disc etc. are 

product at a cost. Their introduction into a market requires that users spend money. For an 

efficient and effective information products turnout there is the need for libraries to understand 

the market. According to Onasanya, (1991) libraries should learn as much as they can about the 

market for their products the potential customer, the potential competition and the product itself 

as perceived by the users. 
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Tymbios (1996), emphasizes the need for fee expect services given by an information worker to 

customers or users when he asserts that changing fees for time and expertise has always been an 

important part of most professions; as such, libraries and information centers should not be an 

exception. He adds that the first trend that provides an indication that information services would 

be a viable proposition, is the correct information driven economy. The range of information 

services that a library could offer for a fee covers  “added value” services such as abstracting and 

indexing services, document delivery, database searches, current content, industrial and business 

information, inter-loan, photocopying services, longer enquiries, on-line information, selective 

dissemination of information (SDI) services, current awareness, etc. According to Edoka (1991), 

the phrase “added value service” is being used increasing to gratify services that are priced. 

 

2.5         Principles of Marketing Management  

    Modern library services should be based on the following marketing principles.  

 

 The company must have an active attitude towards the market. It cannot expect customers 

to buy a product simply because it is produced. The management must actively study the 

market, persuade customers, promote the product, and organize distribution. 

 

 Marketing should be given at least as much importance as other basic functions such as 

administration, production and finance. 

 

 The marketing function must be “integrated”. This means that the various marketing 

considerations must be taken into account in the decisions of all the managers, not only 

those directly concerned with sales. 

 

2.6     Professional skills for marketing 

Library personnel require the following professional knowledge and skills for marketing 

information and library services: 

 

 Perception of user needs and ability to obtain feedback from users 

 Technical knowledge, such as ability to use internet 

 Knowledge of various marketing strategies for promoting information skills  
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2.7   Factors which characterize the difficulties of marketing information services 

are: 

 

 The relatively low level of knowledge and lack of agreement on user requirements wants, 

and needs. 

 The subsidized non-market environment in which most scientific and technical 

information products and services are used. 

 The virtual impossibility of estimating the value contributed by information products and 

services to the efficiency and conduct of research and development and the advancement 

of scholarly pursuits. 

 The general economic unsophistication of those, mostly schooled in the humanities and 

the non-market oriented library school environment, who purchase information products 

and services. 

 

 

    2.8      Objectives of the Study        

The specific objectives are to 

1. Find out the types of information products and service in the library for marketing 

2. Investigate the promotional strategies for promotion and marketing information products 

and services 

3. Find out the best strategic plans for marketing and delivery of information services to 

your users. 

   

2.9 Research Questions  

   The study sought answers to the following questions 

 

1. What are the types of information products and services that are available in your library 

for marketing? 

2. What are the promotional strategies for marketing and promotion of information products 

and services in your library? 
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3. What are the strategic plans available for prompt delivery of information products and 

services to your user? 

 

3.0         Methodology  

The research design for this study is survey ex-post facto type of research. A total of twenty 

University libraries were selected across the Country. Three Universities were picked each from 

six geopolitical zones with addition of two private Universities making a total of twenty 

Universities across 

 the country. To select the sample, stratified random samples technique was adopted. Each 

geopolitical zone was represented by a box or container. All the existing Universities in each 

zone were written and dropped in their respective zone. Three Universities names were randomly 

picked in each of the box represented the zone. Hence, a total number of eighteen and addition of 

two private universities were added making a total of twenty University libraries were selected 

and in each of the selected university a reference librarian were chosen as a respondent and this 

constitute the sample for the study. 

 

Table 1 

S/N       Selected University  Zone Statue of the 

University 

1 Ondo state University, Library South/West State 

2 Usmanda  Fodio University, Sokoto North/ West Federal 

 

3 Federal University of Technology, 

Minna 

North/Central Federal 

4 Redeemer University, Ogun state South/West Private 

5 Niger Delta University, Bayelsa-State South/South State 

6 University of Ibadan, Nigeria  South/West federal 

7 Delta State University, Abraka South/South State 

8 University of Agric. Abeokuta South/ West Federal 

9 Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-ife South/west Federal 
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10 Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria North/West Federal 

11 University of Benin, Edo-State South/ South Federal 

12 Kogi State University, Ayingba North/Central Federal 

13 University of Nigeria, Nsukka South/East Federal 

14 University of Ilorin, kwara-State North/ central Federal 

15 Nnamidi Azikiwe University, Awka South/East Federal 

16 Bowen University Iwo, Osun-State South/West Private 

17 Bauchi State University, Bauchi North/East State 

18 Federal university of Technology, 

Minna 

North/ central State 

19 Abia  State  university, kuturu South East State 

20 Kaduna state university, Kaduna North/West State 

  

3.1        Instrumentation  

The researcher made use of a set of structured questionnaire that was grouped into three scales. 

The instrument was validated by groups of experts. The copies of draft of the questionnaire were 

given to two principal librarians from two different Federal Universities. The pre-test was carried 

out and provided empirical basis for ensuring that the questionnaire was valid and reliable. The 

copies of the questionnaire were personally administered. 

 

  3.2    Method of data analysis. 

Descriptive statistics of frequency counts, percentages, means and standard deviation of analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) were used to analyse the demographical data as well as to answer the 

research questions. 

 

   3.3    Demographic Data 

Table 2: Table showing the distribution of respondent by sex 

Sex Frequency Percentage 

Male 12 60.0 
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Female 

Total 

8 

20 

40.0 

100.0  

It is shown in table 1 above that 12(60.0%) of the respondent were Males. While 8(40.0%) of 

them were their Female counterparts. 

Table 3:   Table showing of respondents by Highest Educational   

Highest  Educational Qualification Frequency Percentage 

B.Sc/BLS 

MLIS 

M.Info Sc 

M.Sc 

Ph.d 

Total 

6 

7 

2 

4 

1 

20 

30.0 

35.0 

10.0 

20.0 

5.0 

100.0 

 

Table 2 above shows that 6(30.0%) of the respondent had B.sc/BLS, 7(35.0%) of them had 

MLIS, 2(20.0%) of them M.Info Sc. 4(20.0%) of them had M.Sc, While 1(5.0%) of them had 

Ph.d. 

Table 4:   Table showing the distribution of respondents by Years of Experience 

5-10 years 

11-20 year 

21-30 years 

Total 

11 

8 

1 

20 

55.0 

40.0 

5.0 

100.0 

 

It is however shown in table 3 above that 11(55.0%) of the respondent had years of experience of 

between 5-10 years, 8(40.0%) of them had years of experience of between 11-20 years, while 1 

(5.0%) of them had years of experience 21-30 years. 

Data analysis 

Demographical characteristic of respondents 
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Out of the 20(twenty)  respondents   6(30.0 percent) hold BLS Bachelor in library science, 7( 

35.0 percent) of them had MLIS, Masters in library and information science, 4(20.0 percent) had 

M.SC in library science, 2(10.0 percent) hold master in information science and only one (5.0 

percent) of them had PhD.  Regarding their years of experience. Large proportion of the 

respondents total (55.0 percent)  had 5-10 years of experience, while (40.0 percent) had between 

11-20 years of experience, and only (5.0 percent) of them had years of experience between 21-30 

years. 

RQI: What are the products and services that are available in your Library for marketing 

purpose?  

 Table 5 Showing the products and services that are available in the Library for marketing 

purposes 

S/N Items NA A R VRA Mean S.D 

1 Photocopying services - - 1 

(5.0%) 

19 

(95.0%) 

3.95 .22 

2 Indexing and Abstracting - - 1 

(5.0%) 

19 

(95.0%0 

3.95 .22 

3 Books (textbooks, fictions and 

non-fiction) 

- - 3 

(15.0%) 

17 

(85.0%) 

3.85 .37 

4 Journals. Magazines and 

Newspaper 

- 1 

5.0% 

1 

(5.0%) 

18 

(90.0%) 

3.85 .49 

5 Lending of materials - - 3 

(15.0%) 

17 

(85.5%) 

3.85 .37 

6 Library publications (guides, 

newsletters, rules and 

regulation) 

- 1 

(5.0%) 

19 

(95.0%) 

 

% 

3.85 .67 

7 Bindery and Lamination 

services 

- - 5 

(25.0%) 

15 

(75.0%) 

3.75 .44 

8 Reference services - 1 

(5.0%) 

4 

(20.0%) 

15 

(75.0%) 

3.70 .57 

9 User education 1 

5.0% 

1 

(5.0%) 

2 

(10.0%) 

16 

(80.0%) 

3.65 .67 

10 Reading lists and 

Bibliographies 

- 1 

(5.0%) 

9 

(45.0%) 

10 

(50.0%) 

3.45 .60 

11 Internet services - 1 

(5.0%) 

10 

(50.05) 

9 

(45.0%) 

3.40 .60 

12 Current content listing of 

Literature 

- 1 

5.05 

11 

(50.0%) 

8 

(40.0%) 

3.35 .59 

13 Consultancy services 2 2 5 11 3.25 1.02 
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(Library automation) (25.0%) (50.0%) 

14 E-mail services - 2 

(10.0%) 

11 

(50.0%) 

7 

(35.0%) 

3.25 .64 

15 Interlibrary loan 2 

(10.0%) 

1 

(5.0%) 

10 

50.05 

7 

(35.0%0 

3.10 .64 

16 Quick and long queries 1 

(5.0%) 

7 

(35.0%) 

9 

(45.0%) 

3 

(15.0%) 

2.70 .80 

17 Exhibition and display 4 

(20.0%) 

6 

(30.0%) 

9 

(45.0%) 

1 

5.05 

2.35 .88 

18 Current awareness  services 5 

(25.0%) 

9 

(45.0%) 

5 

(25.0%) 

1 

(5.0%) 

2.10 .85 

19 Document delivery - 5 

25.0 

11 

(50.0%) 

4 

(20.0%) 

1.95 .69 

20 Service dissemination of 

information 

7.50 

(35.0%) 

8 

(40.0%) 

4 

(20.0%) 

1 

(5.0%) 

1.95 .89 

21 Information repackage - 5 

(25.0%) 

13. 

(65.0%) 

2 

(10.0%) 

1.85 .59 

22 Online Information search - 6 

(30.0%) 

11 

(55.0%) 

3 

(15.0%) 

1.85 .67 

23 Literature search - 6 

(30.0%) 

11 

(55.0%) 

3 

(15.0%) 

1.85 .67 

24 Adult literature programme - 7 

(35.0%) 

12 

(60.0%) 

1 

(5.0%) 

1.75 .72 

25 CD-ROM literature search - - 8 

(40.0%) 

12 

(60.0%) 

1.60 .50 

26 Referral service - 10 

(50.0%) 

8 

40.0 

2 

(10.0%) 

1.60 

 

.50 

27 Extension and Outreaches - - 10 

(50.0%) 

10 

(50.0%) 

1.50 .51 

28 Translational services - 13 

(65.0%) 

6 

(30.0%) 

1 

(5.0%) 

1.45 .76 

29 School service - % 13 7 1.35 .49 
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(65.05) (35.0%) 

30 Rental of premises - - 18 

(90.0%) 

2 

(10.0%) 

1.10 .31 

 

The ranking of the Availability of product and services in the Library for marketing purposes is 

as follows 

Photocopy services (Mean=3.95) ranked highest by their Mean score rating and was followed by 

indexing and Abstracting (Mean =3.95), Book (textbooks, fictions and nonfiction) (Mean=3.85), 

Journals, Magazines and Newspaper (Mean=3.85), Lending of materials (Mean=3.85), Library 

publications (guides, newsletter, rules and regulation) (Mean=3.85), Bindery and Lamination 

services (Mean=3.75), Reference services (Mean Internet services (Mean=3.10), Reading lists 

and Bibliographies (Mean=3.45), Internet services (Mean=3.40), Current content listing of 

Literature (Mean=3.35), Consultancy services (Library automation) (Mean=3.250, Email 

services (Mean=3.25), Interlibrary loan (Mean=3.10), Quick and long queries (Mean=2.70, 

Exhibition and display (Mean=2.35), Current awareness services (Mean=2.10), Document 

delivery(Mean=1.95) Selective dissemination of information (Mean=2.10), Information 

repackaging (Mean=1.85), On-line information search (Mean=1.85), Literature 

search(Mean=1.85), Adult literacy programme (Mean=1.75), CD-ROM literature search 

(Mean=1.60), Referral services (Mean=1.60), Extension and Outreaches (Mean=1.50), 

Translational services (Mean=1.45), School service (Mean=1.35) and lastly followed by Rental 

of premises (Mean=1.10) respectively. 

RQ2: What are the promotional strategies for marketing information products and 

service in your library? 

Table 6: Table showing the promotional strategies for marketing information products and 

services in the library 

S\N Items No Yes 

1 Word of mouth - 20 

(100.0%) 

2 Display and Exhibition 2 18 
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(10.0%) (90.0%) 

3 Preparation of annual reports 9 

(45.0%) 

11 

(55.0%) 

4 Personal skills 8 

(40.0%) 

12 

(60.0%) 

5 Advertising media, signature 7 

(35.0%) 

13 

(65.0%) 

6 Internet\web pages 8 

(40.0%) 

12 

(60.0%0 

7 Creating of conducive environment 1 

(5.0%) 

19 

(95.0%) 

8 Public lectures 17 

(85.0%) 

3 

 

(15.0%) 

9 Extension and Outreach programmed  16 

80.0% 

4 

(20.0%) 

10 Library publication (Guide, Leaflets newsletters) 2 

(10.0%) 

18 

(90.0%) 

 

 

The ranking of the promotional strategies for marketing information products and services in 

their library is as follows:- 

- Word of mouth? All the respondents representing 20(100.0%) said yes; 

- Display and exhibition? 2(10.0%) of the represents said No, while 18(90.0%) of them 

said yes; 

- Preparation of annual reports? 9(45.0%) of the respondents said No, while 

- 11(55.0%) of them said yes; 

- Personal skills? 8(40.0%) of the respondents said No, while 12(60.0%) of them said yes; 

- Advertising media, signature? 7(35.0%) of the respondents said No, while 13(65.0%) of 

them said yes; 

- Internet web pages? 8(40.0%) of the respondents said No, while 12(60.0%) of them said 

yes; 

- Creating of conducive environment? 1(5.0%) of the respondents said No, while 

19(95.0%) of the respondents said No, while 3(15.0%) of them said yes; 

- Extension and outreach programmes? 16(80.0%) of the respondents said No, while 

4(20.0%) of them said yes 
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- Library publication (Guide, Leaflets newsletters)? 2(10.0) of the respondents said No, 

while 18(90.0%) of them said yes; 

-  All the respondents representing 20(100.0%) said yes and agreed to make use of 

promotional strategy 

 

RQ6: What are the strategic approaches to marketing information products and services 

in your library? 

Table 7: Table showing the strategic approaches to market information products and 

services in their Library 

 

s/

N 

 

 

Items Low 2 3 4  5      6   High Mean S.D 

1 We prepare and 

implement market plan 

- - 

 

1 

(5.0% 

1 

(5.0%) 

1 

(5.0%) 

9 

(45.0

%) 

8 

(40.0

%) 

6.10 1.07 

2 We provide products and 

service according to the 

type of users we want to 

attract 

- - 1 

(5.0% 

- 6 

(30.0%) 

8 

(40.0

%) 

5 

(25.0

%) 

5.8 1.01 

3 We show respect for our 

users, we listen to them, 

pay due attention the 

their problem and treat 

them as individual 

- - 2 

(10.0%

) 

- 4 

(20.0%) 

10 

(50%) 

4 

(20.0

%) 

5.70 1.13 

4 We regularly collect  

information on the 

wishes and customers 

- 2 

(10.0%

) 

1 

(5.0% 

- 12 

(60.0%) 

4 

(20.0

%) 

5.60 1.50  

5 We check regularly the 

level of user satisfaction 

with our services 

- - 1 

(5.0% 

2 

(10.0%

) 

7 

(35.0%) 

6 

(30.0

%) 

4 

(20.0

%) 

5.50 1.10 

6 We are careful in the 

selection of staff who 

must interface with the 

customer 

- - 1 

(5.0% 

3 

(15.0%

) 

4 

(20.0%) 

9 

(45.0

%) 

3 

(15.0

%) 

5.50 1.10 
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7 We often use market 

survey 

- 3 

(15.0%

) 

- - 3 

(15.0%) 

11 

(55.0

%) 

3 

(15.0

%) 

5.40 1.57 

 

8 User interests are given 

priority in the library, 

even more than the 

management services in 

their library 

- 1 

(5.0%) 

1 

(5.0% 

1 

(5.0%) 

7 

(35.0%) 

6 

(30.0

%) 

4 

(20.0

%) 

5.40 1.31 

9 The Library has a 

communication channel 

to guarantee that the 

option of the employees 

who interact with the 

users are taken into 

account 

- 2 

(10.0%

) 

1 

(5.0% 

- 4 

(20.0% 

10 

(50.0

% 

3 

(15.0

% 

5.40 1.47 

10 We try to adapt as much 

as possible our services 

to the specific needs  of 

each customers 

1 

(5.0

%) 

1 

(5.0%) 

- 2 

(25.0%

) 

5 

(25.0%) 

7 

(35.0

%) 

4 

(20.0

%) 

5.30 1.59 

11 We fulfill our promises 

with respect to the 

characteristic and level of 

our services 

- - 3 

(15.0%

) 

- 7 

(35.0%) 

8 

(40.0

%) 

2 

(10.0

%) 

5.30 1.17 

12 We introduce changes in 

the specializations or in 

the characteristics of our 

services when we 

identify new user needs 

- - 3 

(15.0%

) 

2 

(10.0%

) 

6 

(30.0%) 

5 

(25.0

%) 

4 

(20.0

%) 

5.25 1.33 

13 It is easy for other to 

contact and do other 

transaction with our 

library 

- 2 

(10.0% 

- 1 

(5.0)% 

7 

(35.0)% 

8 

(40.0

%) 

2 

(10.0

%) 

5.25 1.33 

14 We work as a team we 

share responsibilities 

information and decision 

making 

- 2 

(10.0% 

- 2 

(10.0% 

6 

(30.0% 

10 

(50.0

% 

- 5.10 1.25 

15 We apply market 

segmentation 

2 

(10.

% 

1 

(5.0)% 

- 2 

(10.0% 

4 

(20.0)% 

8 

(40.0

% 

3 

(15.0

% 

5.05 1.82 

16 The activities of different 

library departments are 

coordinated in a way that 

improves the user level 

of satisfaction 

- 1 

(50.0% 

2 

(10.0% 

5 

(25.0% 

3 

(15.0)% 

8 

40.05 

1 

(5.0)% 

4.90 1.33 
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The ranking of the strategic approach to marketing information products and services in their 

library is as follow:- 

We prepare and implement market plan(Mean=6.10) ranked highest by their Mean score rating 

and was followed by we provide our products and service according to the type of users we want 

to attract (Mean=5.80), We show respect for our users, we listen to them, pay due attention to 

their problem and treat them as individual (Mean=5.70), We regularly collect information on the 

wishes and need of our customers (Mean=5.60), We check regularly the level of user satisfaction 

with our services (5.50), We are careful in the selection of staff who must interface with the 

customer (Mean=5.50),  We often use market survey (Mean=5.40), User interests are given 

priority in the library, even more than the management (Mean=5.40),  The library has a 

communication channel to guarantee that the options of the  employees who interact with the 

users are taken into account. (Mean=5.40), We try to adapt as much as possible our services to 

the specific needs of each customers (Mean=5.30), We fulfill our promises with respect to the 

characteristic and level of our services when we identify new user needs (Mean=5.25), It  is easy 

for other to contact and do other transaction with our library making (Mean=5.10), We apply 

market segmentation (Mean=5.05) and lastly followed by the activities of different library 

departments are coordinated in a way that improves the user level of satisfaction (Mean=4.90), 

respectively). 

Discussion of Findings 

The study revealed that the majority of the University libraries in Nigeria according to the 

findings show respect for their users, pay due attention to their problems, check regularly the 

level of users satisfaction and carefully selected who must interface with the clients among other 

strategic approach to marketing products and information service in their libraries. Also most of 

Nigerian university libraries were giving priority to their clients by adopting as much as possible 

their services to the specific need of each user. 

This study also indicated that non reference services, such as  rental services, school services, 

referral services, translational services, extension and outreach services, and other similar 
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services were not available and where they were available these library services were under 

utilized in Nigeria University libraries. The study also indicated that among the available 

products and services in Nigerian University libraries photocopy services, indexing and 

abstracting ranked highest. The study shows that they are the most popular services in the in 

Nigerian university libraries. Also the least of the products in Nigerian university libraries that 

librarians did not identify with are the translational service and extension outreaches services.  

The study according to the findings also shows that the promotional strategy for marketing of 

information was rated and the findings revealed that all Nigerian University libraries made used 

of words of mouth, while greater percentage of university libraries also used advertisement 

media, internet webpage and library publication through guides leaflets, and newsletter was also 

popular among Nigerian university libraries. The public lecture programmed was the only 

promotional strategy that was widely rejected with only (15.0 percent) respondents agreed to use. 

This implies that, Librarians in Nigeria University libraries informed their users of the available 

information products and services in a conventional or traditional method than other methods. 

The results also show that apart from words of mouth the other prominent means of reaching out 

to the users was the use of internet web and advertising media. A lot of users now accessing the 

internet web and media of University libraries of their choice to be able to know and familiar 

with the available information products and services.  

Conclusion 

The study shows that information is a vital resource for national development and library 

acquisition, organization and dissemination must be based on the modern concept of marketing 

to achieve reader satisfaction. The Nigeria University libraries have found out that by applying 

marketing principles and techniques, they are better able to articulate their value in light of the 

achievement of their universities goals and are better able to communicate with and meet their 

user needs. The success and survival of academic libraries is dependent on getting the users to 

use the library resources and services because a library without users is useless. And to succeed 

in that, there is a need to let the users be aware of the being of the library and its services. 

Currently, effort for increasing user –awareness are taking place for efficient marketing of library 

products and services, however the study revealed that communication channels to guarantee the 

options of the employees who interact with the users were not taken into account, likewise users 
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interest were not given enough priority. These areas required serious attention so that great 

number of library users shall be drawn to the library activities and services and this would go a 

long way for the overall improvement in the level of user satisfaction. 

Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this study, the following recommendations are suggested. 

*Libraries should start thinking of plans or modalities to carry out research on users or customer 

survey. This can be conducted every two years. The benchmarks will offer us guidance in 

providing better customer service, an improved delivery of library services. 

*There is need for continual library staff development programme through regular attendance at 

conferences, workshops, and seminars. The skills acquired here most especially in the field of 

ICT, communication techniques and customer care, will put librarians in position to better 

understand their users’ need as well as providing better and satisfying services to their users 

* Volunteer librarians can come together to develop materials and resources as well as also 

organize workshops for librarians to learn and apply marketing planning in their libraries. 

*Marketing courses which can help to uplift and develop marketing of library should be 

introduced in to the Nigerian Library school curriculum such that librarians would be trained in 

marketing and other infoprenuers competences. 
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